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ABSTRACT

Problems with the sometimes pooling procedure in the analysis of variance

methodology motivate us to search for an altemative. The results of the

sometimes pool procedure are discontinuous, arbitrary (due to the choice of

the preliminary test size), and difficult to interpret. In this thesis we propose

an alternative procedure which is continuous and is not arbitrary. We call

this procedure the smooth pooling procedure.

Consider a randomized complete block experiment. Here, depending on the

results of a preliminary test, the block and error sums of squares would

sometimes be pooled in order to obtain an error mean square with more

degrees of freedom. The proposed procedure utilizes an F statistic that has

been constructed conditionally on the fact that the F statistic for blocks is less

than or equal its observed value, and under the assumption that the block

variance is 0. In this procedure the p-value that is used to assess treatment

differences is the tail probability of this observed conditional F distribution.

The results produced by this procedure are intuitively attractive in that they

pass smoothly from the result produced by the never pool procedure to the

value produced by the always pool procedure (as the block p-value passes

from 0 to l). In addition, no arbitrary choice is involved in this procedure.

In this thesis the power function of this procedure is obtained for a specific

example and compared to the power functions of the sometimes pool and

classical never pool procedures. A computer program is provided that gives

the results (p-values) which would result from this procedure in practice.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY

To pool or not pool sums of squares in the analysis of variance methodology

is one of the classical conundrums of statistics. This issue has been studied

for over forty years and remains for many unresolved (Bancroft and Han,

1977; Han, et al., 1988). As an illustration of the problem consider the

following analysis of variance table.

Table 1.1 Oil content of Redwing flaxseed inoculated at different stages of

growth with S. linicola, Winnipeg, 1947,1n percent.

This ANOVA table is from an example of a randomized complete block

design experiment used in Steel and Torrie (1980). No details about the

nature of the blocks are given, but one might assume from the description of

the treatments that we are dealing with a fixed or mixed effects model.

However, since we are going to work with the random effects model in this

thesis it suits our purposes to act as though this data resulted from the random

effects model. Notice that while E(MSB) > E(MSE) we observe

MSB < MSE. The implication is that either the block variance, ofi, is 0 or it

Source of variation df MS E(MS)

treatment 5 6.33 a2+3ol

block J 1.05 a2+5d.

9rror 15 l.3l 62



is close to 0. The usual procedure in testing the main hypothesis of interest,

Ho:ol = 0 , is to ignore the evidence about the lack of block variability and

use the classical F test. This consists of constructing an F statistic as the ratio

of MST to MSE which has an F distribution with (5,15) degrees of freedom

under Ho. However, it seems wrong to ignore the evidence about the lack of

block variability. If we knew that 4 = 0 then both MSB and MSE would be

unbiased estimates of 02. If ttris were the case we would pool the information

about o2contained in MSB and MSE. This would allow us to construct a

statistic with an F distribution wittr (5,18) degrees of freedom. This would

result in a more sensitive and powerful test. The fact that the nature of the

conclusion about the main factor of interest could be different if we knew

there was no block variability is unsettling. The problem arises partly due to

the nature of hypothesis testing --- in that even though we may accept

Ho:o2o = 0 in the statistical sense, we do not accept it in the lay sense.

In an attempt to resolve this dilemma some researchers adopt a sometimes

pool procedure (SPP). A sometimes pool procedure consists of first doing a

preliminary test of the hypothesis Ho:ol = 0. If this hypothesis is rejected,

then we undertake the classical F test on the hypothesis about treatments (as

described above). If we accept H":ol = 0, however, then we act as though

both MSB and MSE are estimates of the error variance o2 and pool these two

estimates. The sometimes pool procedure is attractive in that it allows us to

adjust the final test to compensate for the fact that ol is near 0. In the

literature on the SPP the classical procedure is refened to as the never pool

procedure (Ì.{PP) (Paull, 1950).



There are three obvious drawbacks to the use of the SPP. Drawback number

one is that it is arbitrary. This is due to the lack of an objective criteria on

which to base the choice of the preliminary test size. Drawback number two

is that the adjusted p-value for treatments is discontinuous when considered

as a function of the p-value (F statistic) for blocks. The third drawback is

that it is not clear how to interpret the results. These drawbacks will be

illustrated in the following sections.

A new procedure which we call the smooth pooling procedure (SMTH) is

proposed in this thesis. The new procedure is attractive in that it doesn't have

either the arbitrary aspect or the discontinuity of the sometimes pool

procedure, but does incorporate evidence about the block variability. The

problem of the interpretation of the results does exist with this procedure

however.

The smooth pooling procedure is motivated by work done by Brewster and

Zidek (1974). Part of their work involved the estimation of o2 in the general

linear model. In this problem they produced a smooth estimator which was

admissible (within the class of scale equivariant estimators) and which

dominated the usual inadmissible estimator. Our proposed procedure is

based on an attempt to improve on the usual estimator of o2 that is used in the

denominator of the test statistic, by incorporating information about the

block variability.

In Section 1.1 we will use a numerical example to illustrate the various

pooling procedures. Sections 1.2 and 1.3 deal with the pooling problem in a

progressively more general manner,



1.1 AN EXAMPLE

ANOVA Table 1.2 will be used to illustrate how the various procedures are

carried out in practice.

Table 7.2 A numerical ANOVA table used to illustrate the various pooling

procedures in a randomized complete block experiment.

The assumed model for the data in Table 1.2 is yu = p + TMT, + BL\ + e,,

where

yi¡ is the observation on the experimental unit which

receives the ith treatment in the jth block,

p is the overall mean,

TMTi is the random effect of treatment i, -N(0,of),
BL\ is the ra¡rdom effect of block¡, -N(0,o1),

Ê,j is a random error, -N(0,o2),

and further TMTi, BL\, and eu are assumed to be independent. We want to

test

Source of variation df SS MS

treatment J 22.8 7.6

block -1 3.0 1.0

error 9 r8.0 2.0

{:of=O vs. H":d>0.



1.1.1 THE NEVER POOL PROCEDURE (NPp)

This is the classical procedure. In this procedure we construct an F statistic

as the ratio of the mean square for treaünents to the mean square for error.

Under the assumptions made about the model, and assuming that Ho is true, F

has an F distribution with (3,9) degrees of freedom. If F is larger than

F(o,3,9), where o is some chosen level of significance, then we reject the

hypothesis H":of = 0 and conclude that the altemate hypothesis H":ol > 0 is
true. Otherwise we accept H.. (The notation F(a,n,,n ) indicates the point on

the F distribution with (n,,n,) degrees of freedom that is exceeded only

IÛÙaVo of the time by a random variable with that distribution.)

If we use cr = 0.05 in testing Ho:of = 0 in the example in Table 1.2, then we

accept Ho since the observed F=7.612 = 3.8 < 3.86 = F(0.05,3,9). The

p-value of the observed F is 0.052.

1.1.2 THE SOMETTMES POOL PROCEDT.JRE (Spp)

The sometimes pool procedure consists of two steps. First we pick a

preliminary level of significance, crp , and test the hypothesis

Ho:cÊo = I H":d> 0.vs.

If this hypothesis is rejected then we proceed as under the NPP. That is, we

construct the ratio of the mean square for treatments to the mean square for

eror, and compare this F statistic to F(r,3,9). If, however, Ho:ofr = 0
cannot be rejected then we proceed as follows. An adjusted estimate of the

mean square for error, say AMSE, is calculated by adding the sums of

squares for error and blocks and dividing by their combined degrees of



freedom. Using this AMSE we calculate a pooled F statistic,

Fp=MST/AMSE, and compare this to the F distribution with (3,(3+9))

degrees of freedom. The hypothesis Ho:of = 0 is rejected if Fe exceeds

F(a,3,12), Otherwise we accept Ho.

In the example, we will use a preliminary test size of c,o = 0.25 (a size often

recommended in the literature) and a final test size of c¿ = 0.05. Since the

result of the test for blocks is F = 0.5 < 1.63 -- F(0.25,3,9) we can't reject

Ho:ol = 0, ht this case our adjusted estimate of the error variance is

AMSE=*19 =r.75.5+'
Using this adjusted estimate of o2 to construct an F statistic we get Fo = {.1{
with (3,12) degrees of freedom. Using a = 0.05 we reject H":of = 0 since

Fr= 4.34 > 3.49 = F(0,05,3,12). In this example the p-value of the

observed F for blocks is 0.69. This means that given the observed ANOVA

table any choice of the preliminary test size less than 0.69 results in a decision

to accept Ho:{ = 0, while any choice greater than 0.69 results in rejection

of H":o2o = 0. Thus assuming a test of nominal size 0.05 of the hypothesis

H.:ol = 0 we accept the hypothesis if our preliminary test size is greater

than 0.69 and reject it if our preliminary test size is less than 0.69. Another

way we can state this result is that any choice of Oe < 0.69 results in an

adjusted p-value for the main test of 0.027 while any choice of Ge> 0.69

yields an adjusted p-value of0.052. The fact that the final decision depends

on this choice of the preliminary test size is disconcerting. This is an

illustration of two of the drawbacks of using the SPP. First we have the lack

of an objective rule on which to base the choice of the preliminary test size.

This causes the result of the main test to be arbitrary. Secondly we have the



problem of the interpretation of the adjusted p-value. The third drawback is

illustrated in Section 1.2 (the drawback of the discontinuity in the adjusted p-

value).

1.1.3 THE ALWAYS POOL PROCEDURE (App)

For the sake of completeness it is noted that the literature also discusses a

procedure known as the always pool procedure (APP). This consists of

concluding on a subjective basis that a better model for the data is the

completely randomized design model.

Analysis of the example as a completely randomized design results in an

observed F of 4.34 with (3,12) degrees of freedom. Choice of o, = 0.05 for

testing Ho:ol = 0 in this case results in rejection of Ho since

F = 4.34 > 3.49 = F(0.05,3,12). An obvious problem with this

procedure is that ifthere is substantial variance due to blocks and we pool the

block and effor mean squares we will have difficulty in rejecting Ho:of = 0
even when there is substantial variability due to treatments.

1.1.4 THE PROPOSED SMOOTH pOOLrNc PROCEDURE (SMTH)

The proposed procedure consists of the following steps. First we obtain the

distribution of the F statistic for treatments, conditional on the F statistic for

blocks being less than or equal the observed F for blocks, and under the

condition that the block variance is 0. Using this conditional F distribution

we find the probability of observing a larger F statistic than that which we

have observed. If this adjusted p-value is less than o then we reject



Ho:o2, = 0. The required probability is found by numerical integration of

the conditional F distribution over the appropriate region (i.e. from F,.oo, to

aoo). This conditional F distribution has a density function given by

r*/ t - t;'J \Jr,¡ô:oör) - I{i '¡(¡"¡')¿¡o
i - r I{"'" Í(r,,fù¿roaf, '

where fT-'ÍÍ-'
i tt t, i¡ I : 

-----------?;;T;;T;; 
'! t ,(\++*++)u

with o,:(#)'efffi
It can be shown that

[o'''0" Í(Í,,Íu)aru: ÍÏ-'= - r'')ï jg+l kz(rtiFt,ot") ,Jo J \r,ro/*ru 
(r + qf ¡t=*t 

\""i f(?)f(ï)

with ßr(/¿;tr,a,,u,) : r[--Ë . '?b,ne*nt,(rarraæa+"å!)'2' 2 ')

and [- ['u''o' ,, " 
vtFt'"b"

^,u Jo J, f(T,,fùdkdf,:rtO*Þ1,ry,+l

Here I(x;a,b) denotes the Beta cumulative distribution function with

parameters a and b evaluated at x, i,e.,

rlxia,tl: l'ffiffi a"-'(r -y)u-'dy

Thus the adjusted p-value is obtained by numerically integrating the

conditional F density, /*, over the appropriate region rather than the



integration of the unconditional F distribution over the same region. The

density function ofthe unconditional F distribution is given by

,?-t .- , lr- F¡/ &l¡
f$r) : It' ¡nr ¡ 

-r 't-'f )

rr+.'a--Pt;7 f,?)rø

and the integration of this function can be done by many of the standard

computer packages or by table look up.

The conditional F distribution is illustrated in Figure 1.1.

In the given example the adjusted p-value is found to be 0.022 (see the

Appendix). Use of a = 0.05 as a criteria for quantifying rare events would

indicate rejection of H":of = 0 in this example.

It can be shown that the conditional distribution approaches the classical

never pool F distribution as the block p-value goes to 0, and also that

conditional distribution approaches the always pool F distribution as the

blockp-value goes to L These facts are intuitively attractive.

As mentioned earlier the smooth pooling procedure is motivated by work on

the estimation of 02 in the general linear model. The testing problem we are

addressing is somewhat removed from this estimation problem. However, it

is related. The methodology used to obtain the smooth dominating estimator

of o2 was independent of the loss function that was chosen (Brewster and

Zidek,L974)l Indeed for a wide class of loss functions they showed that a

smooth dominating estimator could be obtained from a specific conditional

chi-squared distribution as opposed to the usual unconditional chi-squared



Figure 1 .1 An example of a conditional F distribution --- for various block

p-values (F statistics).

Fo- o", p-value= 0

F¡= 1.63, p-value= 0.25

F¡= 0.85, p-value= 0.50

Fu= 0.41, p-value= 0.75

F¡= 0.00, p-value= 1.00

234

n,=3,n0=3,n"=9

10



distribution. This leads to the motivation of the specific conditional F

distribution that is used to obtain the smooth testing procedure.

In summary we note that in the example used the adjusted p-values of the

various procedures are ordered as NPP > SPP = APP > SMTH. In fact it can

be shown that the smooth pooling procedure will always give the smallest

adjusted p-value.

1.2 ANOTT{ER VIEW

As a further attempt to illustrate the issue at hand examine Table 1.3.

Table 1.3 A generalization of Table 1.2 in which the block mean square is

allowed to vary.

This analysis of variance table is identical to Table 1.2 except that we allow

the mean square for blocks to be variable in order to show how the results for

the main test of interest change as the block mean square changes (i.e., as the

block p-value or F statistic changes). For each of the procedures (the NPP,

APP, SPP, and SMTH) Table 1.4 and Figures 1.2 to 1.5 illustrate what

happens to the adjusted p-value for the test of H,:{ = 0 as the p-value for

11

S ource df MS

treatment 3 7.6

block -1 MSB

error 9 2.0



the test for blocks ranges from 0 to 1. Here, for each procedure, the adjusted

p-value is the probability of observing a more extreme value of the statistic

being used to make the test of H":of = 0 using the given procedure. We

draw attention to this to emphasize that the various procedures have different

sizes and that the interpretation of the results is not clear.

Table 1.4 and Figures 1.2 through 1.5 illustrate the following points about

the various procedures.

L The Never Pool Procedure ignores the information that the block

variance is probably small or even nonexistent in the cases where the

block p-value is large. If we have this information it seems wrong

to ignore it. (See Figure 1.2 on page 13.)

Table 1.4 Adjusted p-values for the various pooling procedures as used

with Table 1.3.

block p-value adiusted p-values

NPP APP SPP(cx-=.25) SMTH

0.9999 0.052 0.017 0.017 0.017

0.900 0.052 0.021 0.021 0.019

0.500 0.052 0.036 0.036 0.026

0.300 0.052 0.052 0.052 0.031

0.200 0.052 0.067 0.052 0.034

0.100 0.052 0.099 0.052 0.039

0.0001 0.052 0.667 0.052 0.052

t2



Figure 1.2 PIot of the p-value for treatments versus the p-value for blocks,
using the NPP to analyze the data in Table 1.3.
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Figure 1.3 Plot of the adjusted p-value for treatments versus the p-value for
blocks, using the APP to analyze the dat¿ in Table 1.3.
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Figure 1.4 Plot of the adjusted p-value for treatments versus the p-value for
blocks, using a SPP (ao=.2J) to analyze the data in Table 1.3.
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Figure 1.5 Plot of the adjusted p-value for treatments versus the p-value for
blocks, using the SMTH to analyze the data in Table 1.3.
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J.

The Always Pool Procedure ignores the information provided by

blocking. This seems wrong especially where there is evidence of

significant variability due to blocks. (See Figure 1.3 on page 14.)

The Sometimes Pool Procedure results in a discontinuous function

when we consider the adjusted p-value of the procedure as a function

of the p-value for blocks. (See Figure 1.4 on page 15.) This fact alone

is unsatisfactory and we also have the problem of choosing the

significance level of the preliminary test, as well as the problem of the

correct interpretation of the results.

The results from the Smooth Pooling Procedure are pleasing in that as

the p-value for blocks ranges from 0 to 1 (from very significant to

very insignificant) the adjusted p-value of the procedure passes

smootlrly from the value given by the Never Pool Procedure when the

block p-value is 0 to the value given by the Always Pool Procedure

when the block p-value is 1. (See Figure 1.5 on page 16.) Intuitively

this seems like what we should be doing. In this procedure as well,

however, there is the problem of the interpretation of the results.

1.3 THEGENERALPROBLEM

We have been considering the pooling problem from the point of view that

we are conducting a randomized complete block experiment, The pooling

problem arises in other situations, however, so we will describe the problem

from a more general point of view.

4.
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The problem we are faced with is as follows. We have three mean squares

V1, V2, and V, --- called the auxiliary mean square (Vr), the classical

denominator mean square (Vr), and the treatrnent mean square (%). The

expected values of these mean squares are 4,, o,3, and o!, and their degrees of

freedom are n1, rb, and n.. We are interested in whether the treatments have

introduced variability into the results of the experiment.

We wish to test the hypothesis Ho:ol = o12 against the altemate hypothesis

H"'4 > ol. This may be tested by constructing an F statistic as the ratio of

V3 to V2. Since V, always has the same expectation as V, when Ho is true it

is used as the denominator mean square in the classical NPP. Therefore we

call it the classical denominator mean square. Under the usual assumptions

this F statistic has an F distribution with (n'nr) degrees of freedom when Ho

is true.

It is possible that S - o f. If we knew this were the case then we would have

conducted the experiment in a more efficient manner. However, given the

manner in which we did conduct the experiment, how should we test for

variability due to treatments? Since ol may equal ol, V, may contain

auxiliary information that could be used in estimating the quantity that is used

as the denominator mean square for the main test of interest. We therefore

call V, the auxiliary mean square.

Historically when faced with this problem researchers have proceeded in one

of three ways --- by using the NPP, the APP, or rhe SPP. The never pool

procedure uses the classical F statistic previously described. Philosophicatly

its basis is that it is always a valid procedure regardless of whether ú - o?
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or not. The always pool procedure makes the assumption that indeed

ú = o?. On the basis of this assumption the information contained in V, and

V, is pooled. The resulting pooled mean square is used for the denominator

mean square in constructing m Fp statistic which is used to make the test of

H":ol = g. Philosophically the basis of this procedure is that, in the

researcher's opinion, ol does equal ol and therefore a more powerful test is

achieved by this procedure. The sometimes pool procedure is conducted as

follows. First a preliminary test of the hypothesis H.:ol = o? is made ar

level cro. If this hypothesis is rejected the F statistic of the never pool

procedure is used to test the hypothesis of no variability due to treatments.

If, however, H.r$ - o I cannot be rejected, then the Fo statistic of the always

pool procedure is used. The philosophical basis of this procedure is that it
protects the researcher against ignoring the possibility that&, = o?, and at

the same time protects them from assuming that o2, and ol are equal when in

fact they may not be.

Fundamental differences in the results associated with different experimental

designs provoke the need to look at two examples of the general situation.

These differences in the results are due to the fact that in some models we

find E(classical denominator MS) < E(auxiliary MS), whereas in other

models this ordering is reversed. We refer to these as Type A and Type B

models, respectively.

As an illustration of the general problem, and using a Type A Model,

consider Table 1.5. Table 1.5 is based on a randomized complete block

experiment,
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Table 1.5 AnANOVA table of aType A Model; an experiment in

which E(classical denominator MS) I E(auxiliary MS).

We are interested in testing the hypothesis Ho:of = 0 against the hypothesis

4'o? t 0. This is equivalent to testing the hypothesis H":ol = oz2 against

the hypothesis H":o] > o22. This can be tested using the classical F test.

Under lIo, the statistic

V. V.t=%= u"

has an F distribution with (n,,n") degrees of freedom. If we routinely follow

this procedure then this is what is called the never pool procedure.

If of = 0 then 61 = o2 and ol = 02, so in this case both V" and Vo are

estimates of o2. If this is the case, then a more powerfi.rl test of the hypothesis

H":of = 0 may be achieved by pooling the information contained in V" and

Vo and by constructing a pooled statistic Fn. If indeed 4 = 0, then Fo has the

F distribution with (q,n"+no) degrees of freedom. If this is routinely done

then we have the always pool procedure.

The sometimes pool procedure consists of doing a preliminary test of the

hypothesis Ho:o! = 0, or equivalently H":ol = of. If this hypothesis is

Source of variation df MS E(MS)

treatment n2=n. V"=V. &=Oz+n.C?

block Il¡=ttr. V.,=V,. o?=o2+n*o?

error Ilr=tt. V"=V- d-Oz
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accepted, we use the Fo statistic of the always pool procedure to test the

hypothesis of no variability due to treatments. If however we reject

H.,4 = 0, then we use the F statistic of the never pool procedure.

As an example of the general problem, and using a Type B Modet, consider

Table 1.6. This is based on a replicated two-way random effects experiment.

Table 1.6 An ANOVA table of a Type B Model; an experiment in

which E(classical denominator MS) à E(auxiliary MS).

In this case we are interested in testing the hypothesis Ho:of; = 0 against the

hypothesis H":of; > 0, which again is equivalent to testing the hypothesis

H",4 = o I against the hypothesis H"td > 63. In rhis case, if ofr = 0, rhen

both V, and V, are estimates of o2. In this case the various procedures are

conducted in an analogous marulsr to the case of the randomized complete

block experiment.

The nature of the results for the sometimes pool procedure are quite

different depending on which model we are employing. This is due to the

fact that the auxiliary mean square that is pooled (Vr) when pooling is

Source df MS E(MS)

lmtA ûa = D, V.= V, o?=o2+Koå+JKo?

LmtB not of interest

A.B fl2= fln Vz= V" o|=o2+Koo?o

effof trr = flo V,= V. d=o2
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undertaken has a smaller expectation than the classical denominator mean

square (V2) in Model Type B, while the sifuation is reversed in Model Type

A. As we have indicated we are going to work primarily with the random

effects model which is traditionally referred to as model II. A little
reflection shows that we have the Type A and B situations under both model I
and model IL Therefore we have models I-4, I-8, II-4, and II-B, as well as

various mixed models. Chapter 2 of this thesis is devoted to a discussion of

the nature and behaviour of the sometimes pool procedure under models II-A

and II-8.

t.4 RESIJLTS AND TT{ESIS OUTLINE

In this thesis the behaviour of the proposed Smooth Pooling Procedure is

investigated, as used with a random model where the sizes of the expected

mean squares are ordered as in the case of the randomized complete block

experiment (i.e. E(classical denominator MS) < E(auxiliary MS)). The

Smooth Pooling Procedure is attractive and should be considered as an

altemative to the classical NPP or the SPP, but further work is necessary

before a stronger recommendation could be made. Chapter 2 of this thesis

provides a detailed description of the nature and behaviour of sometimes

pooling procedures. In Chapter 3 we outline our proposed smooth

procedure and compare it to the NPP and the SPP, Chapter 4 provides a

summary of the thesis together with suggestions for further research.
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CHAPTER2

THE SOMETIMES POOL PROCEDURE

In Chapter 2 we will describe the behaviour of the sometimes pool

procedure. Two bibliographies on the subject of the SPP under various

scenarios have been published in the statistical literature (Bancroft and Han,

1977;Han, et al., 1988).

As discussed in Section 1.3 there are a number of situations to be considered.

\Ve have the fixed and random effects models as well as the mixed ones. In

addition, under both the fixed and random models we have situations where

the classical denominator mean square that is used in testing the main

hypothesis of interest has an expectation that is greater than the expectation

of the auxiliary mean square which may be pooled, and also situations where

this ordering in the size of the expected mean squares is reversed.

In Section 2.1 we describe the nature of the SPP used with a nested model

with random treatments and nuisance factor, or from a replicated two-way

random effects layout. This is an example of the random effects model

where the expected value of the classical denominator mean square for the

main test of interest is greater than the expected value of the auxiliary mean

square. This situation has been studied extensively (Bozivich, et al., 1956;

Paull, 1950).

In Section 2.2 the behaviour of the SPP used with a randomized complete

block design with random treatments and blocks is described. This is an
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example of the random effects model where the expected value of the

classical denominator mean square for the main hypothesis of interest is

smaller than the expected value of the auxiliary mean square. The behaviour

ofthe SPP in such problems does not appear to have been investigated.

It is difficult to illustrate the behaviour of the SPP in a nice fashion. What we

are attempting to do is display or describe the operating characteristic of the

SPP, and to compare it to the operating characteristic of an appropriate NPP.

In order to simplify the problem, for fixed degrees of freedom, we are going

to study a SPP with preliminary test size üp, and nominal size 0.05, Now

given this SPP with fixed degrees of freedom, nominal size 0.05, and a

preliminary test size sp, to what should we compare its operating

cha¡acteristic? A couple of obvious candidates are the NPP of size 0.05 and a

NPP of the same size as the SPP. There are difficulties with the use of either

of these as a means of judging the behaviour of the SPP. On the one hand

researchers who have studied the SPP in the past have recognized that it is not

fair to compare the SPP to the NPP of size 0.05. On the other hand it has

been pointed out that direct comparisons of size cx, tests based on tests which

do and which do not incorporate a preliminary test of significance are

perhaps not appropriate, so in this context it is unfair to compare the SPP of

size c, to a NPP of the same size (Cohen, L97 4). T}re size of the Spp, a' is

the supremum of the Type I error probabilities (i.e., the supremum of the

probability of rejecting the main of hypothesis of interest taken over all

values of the nuisance parameter and using the null value of the main

parameter).
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The problem arises because we are trying to compare the NPP procedure

which has a constant probability of type I error over all values of the

nuisance parameter with the SPP procedure which has a probability of type I

error that varies depending on the value ofthe nuisance parameter.

Because neither of these comparison procedures is entirely satisfactory the

literature has considered a third possibility. This third method consists of the

following steps. First the nuisance parameter, 0r,, is assumed known. Using

this value of the nuisance parameter the "size" crr, is determined (i.e., the

probability of rejecting the main hypothesis of interest at its null value and at

the assumed nuisance parameter value). In this third method of comparison a

NPP of size cx, is used as a basis of comparison for the SPP (Paull, 1950).

Which of these three bases of comparison should we use? Since none is

satisfactory to all we will use all three. That is we will compare the SPP of

size a, to Never Pool Procedures of sizes 0.05, a", and crr, at various values

of the nuisance parameter.

THE SOMETIMES POOL PROCEDURE

WTIÏ{ A TYPE B RANDOM EFFECTS MODEL

In Section 2.1 we discuss the sometimes pool procedure when used with a

random effects model, where the expected mean squares are ordered as

E(classical denominator MS) 2 E(auxiliary MS). In order to see how this

could arise considerTable 2.1 which is a reproduction ofTable 1.6.

2.1
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Table 2.1 arises from a replicated two-way random effects model. Using the

standard notation the model is

Yiir = F + At + B, + AB¡3 + e¡r,

i=1,,.,I j=1,..,J k=1,,.,K,

Ai- iid N(O,o) ,

Bj- iid N(0,o3) ,

ABü- iid N(O,ou]g ,

ei¡*- iid N(0,o2) ,

where the model random variables are all mutually independent.

Table 2.1 An example of a Type B Random Effects Model arising from a

replicated two-way experiment.

Our main interest is in testing whether there is variation due to factor A. In
addition there is some doubt as to whether the AB interaction is present and

we have decided that we will utilize a SPP in order to accomplish our goal,

In this situation then, V, is our treatment mean square, Vn is the classical

denominator mean square for the main test of interest, and V" is the auxiliary

mean square. In statistical terms we want to test the hypothesis H.:of; = g

against the hypothesis H":of, > 0 which is equivalent ro resting the hypothesis

Source df MS E(MS)
tmtA ûr=fl, V"=V- o?=o2+Koå+JKo?

tmtB not of interest

A.B nz=\ Vz=V' &r=c2+Kc?o

eff0f trr=Il. V,=V- d-cz
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Ho:ol = olagainstthe hypothesis H"'4 > al. fhe SPP can be st¿ted in the

following form.

1 . Test Hl: cl= úagainst the hypothesis H'^z ol> ol at level ao.

2. tf Hiis rejecæd then use the statistic

V
F= # -F(n,n)tn t n

to test H" at level cr.

3. If Hl is accepted then use the statistic

ln +n )Vro=ffi - F(n,,n¡n)

to make the test of H. at level o.

We note that a similar type of model arises from a nested experiment.

T able 2.2 illustrates this situation.

Table 2.2 An example of a Type B Random Effects Model arising from a

nested experiment,

Source df MS E(MS)

A [a=û, V.=V, o?=O2+Ko^?"+JKo?

B under A flr=Il- Vr=V- o?=o2+Ko^?,

erf Of ût=[u V,=V" ú=O2
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To summarize we have an ANOVA table of the same form as Table 2.3 and

we note that in this case o! > o;7> e'

Table 2.3 Generalized Type B Random Effects Model.

The source labelled nuisance results from a factor which possibly, but not

necessarily, introduces variability into the experimental results. If we knew

definitely that it was a source of variability then the classical never pool test

in which F = V,/V, is compared to F(cr;n,,n,,) would be used to ascertain

whether there is variability due to treatments. If we were certain that the

nuisance source did not introduce extra variability then we would use

Fo = (n"+n,,)V,/(n"V"+n,V^) to make the main test. We are going to use a

sometimes pool procedure in which we make a preliminary test to see what

conclusion we can make about the nuisance variability. If our preliminary

test is significant, at some agreed upon level, then we will conclude that not

pooling is the right action. If, on the other hand, our preliminary test is not

significant, we will pool. That is, denoting the F statistic for the preliminary

test by F" and the F statistic for the main test by F,, we will reject the main

hypothesis of interest (that there is no variability due to treatments) if

(1) 4 = V,/V" > F(øo;nn,n") and F,= V/V" > F(cr,;q,n,)

Source df MS E(MS)

treatments na=n, V.=V. &
nuisance ûr=Ir- V"=V- ú
expt. error ltr=¡. V,=V- ú
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or if
(2) F, = V,,/V" < F(o,o;nn,n") and q= U,/U,' t.I@1lJEJ!Ð

Fn(n',+n")
The conditions in (2) are equivalent to 

ln +n )V
F" = V,,/V" < F(co;n,,,n") and ro=ffi ) F(tr;n,,nn+n").

eenn

Early work on the SPP for this model considered that eight parameters were

involved and discussed the problem from this point ofview (Bozivich, et a1.,

1956). These eight parameters are: ne, the degrees of freedom for

experimental enor; \, the degrees of freedom for the nuisance parameter;

n,, the treatment degrees of freedom; cro, the level of the preliminary test; cl'
and clr, the nominal levels of the main test under the cases of rejecting and not

rejecting the preliminary hypothesis; 0n= 62J4, the ratio of the nuisance

factor variance to the error variance (the nuisance parameter); and

0 r, = alal, the ratio of the treatment factor variance to the nuisance factor

variance (the main parameter). From our studies it would appear that the

general behaviour of a SPP is similar inespective of the relative magnitudes

of the various degrees of freedom so we will with the exception of a few brief

comments not treat them as parameters in our investigation. ln addition, we

will fix our interest on main tests with size near 0.05. Since tests with size in

this vicinity can be achieved by choosing cr, and c, both to be 0.05 (Bozivich,

et al., 1956) we can thus eliminate two more parameters from our

investigations. We are thus left to discuss the behaviour of the SPP in terms

of the preliminary test size do --- which is under the control of the

researcher, and the nuisance parameter 0r, --- which is an unknown quantity.

It has been shown (Paull, 1950) that there are two main cases to be

considered, and these are referred to as Class A and Class B tests. The
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classification of a test depends on the chosen size of the preliminary test. For

a given problem there is a value of the preliminary test size, referred to in the

literature as the borderline value of the preliminary test size (denoted do),

that separate Class A and B tests. Tests with oo a 4 are the ones commonly

encountered in practice and these are called Class A tests. Tests conducted at

cr_ = d^ are called borderline tests in the literature. Class B tests are testspP
with cl > a'-.pP

It can be shown that the borderline value of the preliminary test size, cxo, is

the value of a,_ which makes the SPP a continuous procedure as a function ofp

the block p-value (although not smooth).

Figures 2.1,2.2, and 2.3 are illustrations of the rejection regions of Class A,

Class B, and borderline tests.

Based on extensive investigations over a wide range of parameter values (the

eight parameters we have mentioned) the literature (Bozivich, et al., 1956)

has made the following recommendations for most sets of degrees of

freedom commonly encountered.

(1) If the research worker is reasonably sure that only small values of the

nuisance parameter 0r, can be envisioned then use of the Class A
procedure with a = 0.25 is recommended.'p

(2) If the research worker is not willing to make the assumption that 0r, is

small then the literafure recommends the use of cro = ao. In this case
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Figure 2.1 Rejection Region of a Class A SPP (ao < øo)
in a Type B Ra¡rdom Effects Experiment.

F,=F(o;n,,q+n") (n"+nnFn)/ { Fn(nn+n") }

F(ø;n,,nn)

F(cr,;n,,nn+n")

F(oo;nn,n")

1) the shaded a¡ea in total is the rejection region of the SPP

2) the shaded æea to the left of the vertical line at F(5;\,ne) and above the curved

line is the portion of the SPP rejection region due to pooling

3) the shaded area to the right ofthe vertical line at F(øo;q,n") and above the solid

horizontal line at F(o;n,,nn) is the ponion of the SPP rejection region due ro not

pooling

4) the area above the solid horizontal at F(ø;n,,n,,) is the NPP rejection region

5) the a¡ea above the curved line is the APP rejection region in terms of \
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Figure 2.2 Rejection Region of a Class B SPP (cro > ao)

in a Type B Random Effects Experiment.

F,=F(ø;n,,nn+n") (n"+n,,F,,)/ { F,,(n,,+n.) }

F(cr;n,,nn)

F(ct,;n,,n,,+n")

1) the shaded a¡ea in total is the rejection region of the SPP

2) the shaded area to the left of the vertical line at F(cro;n',,n") and above the curved

line is the portion of the SPP rejection region due to pooling

3) the shaded a¡ea to the right of the vertical line at F(øo;nn,n") and above the solid
horizontal line at F(a;n,,nn) is the portion of the SPP rejection region due to not

Pooling

4) the area above the solid horizontal at F(o;n,,nn) is the NPP rejection region

5) the area above the curved line is the APP rejection region in terms of{

F(oo;nn,n")
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Figure 2.3 Rejection Region of a Borderline SPP (oo = øo¡
in a Type B Random Effects Experiment.'

F,=F(o;n,, q+nu) 1n"+nnFn)/{ F,,(nn+n") }

F(a;n,,n,.,)

F(o;n,,nn+n")

Fn

F(ao;nn,n")

1) the shaded area in total is the rejection region of the Spp
2) the shaded area to the left of the vertical line at F(crp;\,ne) and above the curved

line is the ponion of the SPP rejection region due to pooling

3) the shaded a¡ea to the right ofthe venical line at F(øo;rç,n") and above the solid
horizontal line at F(o;n,,nn) is the ponion of the Spp rejection region due to not
pooling

4) the area above the solid horizontal at F(a;n,,nn) is the Npp rejection region
5) the area above the curved line is the APP rejection region in terms of{
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however the literature cautions that the research worker may wish to

use the never pool procedure.

The reasons underlying these recommendations involve controlling the

disturbance in the size of the procedure while optimizing the gain in power

over the NPP for a broad range of degrees of freedom.

Figures 2.4 - 2.8 help us to visualize the general nature of Class A tests as

well as their behaviour at the value of the preliminary test size recommended

in the literature, if it is assumed that the nuisance parameter is small. In the

following observations we denote the true size of the Spp by o' and the

value of the "size" considered in the literature for a fixed nuisance parameter

value by cr. Regardless of the "sizes" of two compared procedures we will
say that a procedure is uniformly more (less) powerful at a fîxed value of the

nuisance parameter if it is more (less) powerful at all altemative values of the

main parameter. In the figures throughout the rest of the thesis the labels

N_cr, N_o.or, N_oe, N_cr=.0s, N_err, and SPP, denote, respectively, Npp's

of sizes ch, t.05, ds, oh=.65, o". and the SPP under discussion.

1. When 0rr= I (i.e., there is no variability due to the nuisance factor) the

power of the SPP ît 0r, = 1 is less than the nominal level of 0.05

(i.e., ø, is less than 0.05). The SPP is less powerful than the Npp of
size 0.05 when 0r, is very close to I but more powerful everywhere

else. The SPP is uniformly more powerful than a Npp of size ü,r, but

is uniformly less powerful than a NPP of size ar. See Figure 2,4.
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Figure 2.4 The Power Curve of a Class A SPP in a Type B Random
Effects Model when the Nuisance Parameter 0u= 1.
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Figure 2.5 The Power Curve of a Class A SPP in a Type B Random
Effects Model when the Nuisance Parameter 0zr = 1.5.
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Figure 2.6 The Power Curve of a Class A SPP in a Type B Random
Effects Model when the Nuisance Parameter 0.,= 2.5.
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Figwe 2.7
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The Power Curve of a Class A SPP in a Type B Random
Effects Model when the Nuisance Parameter Ozi = 5.11.
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Figure 2.8 The Power Curve of a Class A SPP in a Type B Random
Effects Model when the Nuisance Parameter 0zr= 40.
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2.

J.

For small values of 0r, the "size", cxo, is greater than the nominal level

0.05. Here the SPP is uniformly more powerful than both the adjusted

NPP of size cl. and the NPP of size 0.05. The SPP is uniformly less

powerful than a NPP of size oq. See Figure 2.5.

For intermediate values of 0r, the power functions of the Spp and the

NPP of the same "size", oo, cross. That is, close to the null hypothesis

value of the main test, 0r, = 1 , the SPP is more powerful than a NPP

at level c[0, but as 0r, increases from 1 these power functions cross and

the NPP becomes more powerful. It is not surprising that, since cr. is

greater than 0.05, the SPP and the NPP at level c' are uniformly

more powerful than a NPP of size 0.05. The Npp of size 0.05, the

SPP, and the NPP of size cr, all are uniformly less powerful than a

NPP of size o". See Figure 2.6.

For large values of 0r, the SPP is uniformly less powerful than the

NPP of size ü0. The "size", c[s, is always greater than 0.05 although as

0r, approaches infinity cr, approaches 0.05. The the Spp has "size',

d,o > 0.05 and it is uniformly more powerful than the Npp of size

0.05. h this region c, achieves its maximum value or. See Figures

2.7 and2.8.

To summarize, while using the SPP recommended in the literature (under the

assumption that the nuisance parameter is small) we observe the following:

for small values of the nuisance parameter the Spp is uniformly

more powerful than a NPP of size crr;

4.
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for intermediate values of the nuisance parameter the SPp is more

powerful than a NPP of size clo at small values of the main

parameter and less powerful than a NPP of size c, at large values

of the main parameter;

for large values of the nuisance parameter the SPp is uniformly less

powerfrrl than a NPP of size cr.;

the SPP is more powerfi.rl than a NPP of size 0.05 except when both

the main and nuisance parameter are very close to l;
the SPP is uniformly less powerful than a NPP of size ocr;

the values of the nuisance parameter that constitute small, medium,

and large are dependent on the degrees of freedom.

We now consider the procedure recommended when the research worker is

unwilling to assume that the nuisance parameter is small (i.e,, the borderline

SPP). The size of the SPP, cr, performed with a preliminary test size of q
is 0.05. Comparisons between the SPP for a given nuisance parameter value

and a NPP of size c, = 0.05 are made using Figures 2.9 and 2.10. Using

Figures 2.9 and 2.10 we see that a SPP is always more powerful than a Npp

of size clr, but less powerful than a NPP of size a., = 0.05. We also see that,

as the nuisance parameter increases in size, the power function of the Spp

converges to the power function of the NPP of size 0.05.
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Figure 2.9 The Power Curve of a Borderline SPP in a Type B
Random Effects Model when the
Nuisance Parameter Ûzt= 1.
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Figure 2.10 The Power Curve of a Borderline SPP in a Type B
Random Effects Model when the
Nuisance Parameter 0r, = 5.
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With Class B tests the "size" of the SPP, r., is always less than 0.05 and

greater than the corresponding G, value, which is achieved when the

borderline value of the preliminary test size is used. The "size,', cl'
approaches %.= 0.05 as 0r, approaches infinity. The Spp is always more

powerful than a NPP of size c,0 but less powerful than a Npp of size

dr = 0.05. These differences are most pronounced for small values of 0r,

and as 0r, approaches infinity the three power functions converge. Finally,

the gain in power achieved by the SPP over the Npp of size cx, is less than the

gain in power achieved by the SPP over the NPP at the borderline value all

other conditions remaining constant. A discussion of the use of the Class B

procedure can be found in the literafure (Paull, 1950).

2.2 THE SOMETIMES POOL PROCEDI]RE

WTITI A TYPE A RANDOM EFFECTS MODEL

In this section we illustrate the nature of a SPP when used with a random

model where the expected mean squares are ordered such that the mean

square that is pooled ifpooling takes place (i.e., the auxiliary mean square)

has an expectation that is greater than the classical denominator mean square

(i.e., E(classical denominator mean square) < E(auxiliary mean square)).

As an example of how this can occur consider Table 2.4 which is a

reproduction of Table 1.5.

Table 2.4 results from a raridomized complete block experiment in which the

treatments and blocks are considered to be random effects. The assumed

model for the data is yij = p + TMI, + BLq + €,, where
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y,j is the observation on the experimental unit which

receives the ith treatrnent in the jth block,

p is the overall mean,

TMTi is the random effect of treatment i, -N(O,of),
BLq is the random effect of block¡, -N(0,ofr),

€ij is a random enor, -N(0,o2),

and further TMTI, BL\, and eu are assumed independent.

Table2.4 An example of a Type A Random Effects Model arising

from a randomized complete block experiment.

our main interest is in whether there is variability due to treatments and in

order to consider the possibility that ol = 0 we have decided ro use a Spp.

In this situation, then, V, is our treatment mean square, V" is the classical

denominator mean square for the main test of interest, and V, is the auxiliary

mean square. We want to test the hypothesis H.:of = 0 against the

hypothesis H":of > 0, which is equivalent to resting the hypothesis

H.,4 = oj against the hypothesis H":ol > or2. The Spp consists of the

following steps.

Source of variation df MS EIMS)
lreatment trr=f,, V.=V, o?=o2+n.o?

block [r=î' V,=V* o?=o2+n,o?

err or trr=It. V"=V- &=c2
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a

1.

Denoting the F statistic we use

statistic we use to test the main

hypothesis of interest, H":of = 0,

Test Hi: o? = o? against the hypothesis Hi: ol > o! ar level ao.

If Hi is rejected then use the statistic

V
F = t' _ F(n,n)

to test Ho at nominal level a.

If Hl is accepted then use the sratistic

(n +rL )VFe=ñ-+jt' - F(n,,n"+rtr)

to make the test of H. at nominal level a.

for the preliminary test by Fo, and the F

hypothesis by F,, we will reject the main

if

(1) Fo = VoAy'" > F(cro;no,n") and F,= V,ff" t F(c;n,,n")

or if
(2) F, = VoAy'" I F(cx';no,n")

which is equivalent to

Fo = VoA/" < F(cro;no,n")

ând F,= u,Ar" tIg4I#@,
(n +n )V

and Fo= ffi ) F(c;n,,no+n").

Here as well we have Class A tests, Class B tests, and the tests at the

borderline value of the preliminary test size Go = õo that separates Class A

tests from Class B tests. Figures 2.ll -2.13 illustrate the Spp in terms of its

rejection region for Class A, B, and borderline tests.
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Figure 2.ll Rejection Region of a Class A SPP (oo < ao)
in a Type A Random Effects Experinient.

F(ø;n'nb+ne)(n.+noFo)/(no+n") = F,

F(a;n,,n")

F(a;n,,no+n")

F(oo;no,n6)

1) the shaded area in total is the rejection region of the Spp
2) the shaded a¡ea to the left of the vertical line at F(øo;nb,ne) and above the diagonal

line is the portion of the SPP rejection region due ro pooling

3) the shaded area to the right of the ve¡tical line at F(oo;no,n") and above the solid
horizontal line at F(o;n,,n") is the portion of the Spp rejection region due to not
pooling

4) the a¡ea above the solid horizontal at F(o;n,,n") is the Npp rejection region

5) the a¡ea above the diagonal line is the APp rejection region in terms of {

Fb
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Figve 2.12 Rejection Region of a Class B SPp (ao > ão)
in a Type A Random Effects Experiment,'

F(a;n,,n")

F(cr;n,,no+n")

F(ao;no,n6)

1) the shaded area in total is the rejection region of the Spp

2) the shaded a¡ea to the left of the vertical line at F(clo;no,n") and above the diagonal

line is the portion of the SPP rejection region due to pooling

3) the shaded a¡ea to the right of the vertical line at F(cro;no,n") and above the solid
horizontal line at F(a,;n,,n") is the portion of the Spp rejection region due to not
pooling

4) the area above the solid horizontal at F(o;n'ne) is the Npp rejection region

5) the a¡ea above the diagonal line is the APP rejection region in terms ofF,

Fb

F(a;n,,no+n")(n"+noFo)/(no+n") = {
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Figure 2.13 Rejection Region of a Borderline SPP (øo = ao)
in a Type A Random Effects Experiment.

F(cx,;n,,n")

F(a;n,,no+n")

F(ao;no,no)

1) the shaded area in total is the rejection region of the Spp
2) the shaded area to the left of the venical line at F(oo;no,n") and above the diagonal

line is the portion of the SPP rejection region due to pooling

3) the shaded area to the right of the venical line at F(cro;n6,n") and above the solid
horizontal line at F(a;n,,n") is the portion of the Spp rejection region due ro not
pooling

4) the a¡ea above the solid horizontal at F(q;n'ne) is the Npp rejecrion region

5) the area above rhe diagonal line is the App rejection region in terms of{

Fb

F(s;n'nb+ne)(n"+noFo)/(no+nr) = F,
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As we noted in the introduction to Chapter 2 the SPP does not appear to have

been investigated with a random model where the expected classical

denominator and auxiliary mean squares are ordered in this manner (i.e., a

Type A random effects model). This being the case no recommendations

have been made about the optimum value of the preliminary test size. In this

case we would "recommend" the use of co for reasons which will be clear

after an examination of Figures 2.14 - 2.20. These figures and the notation

correspond to those we used in Section 2.1 to illustrate the situation in the

case ofthe Type B random effects model.

Figures 2.14 - 2.17 are plots of the probabiliry of rejecting the main

hypothesis of interest against the value of the main parameter of interest as

the nuisance parameter ranges from small to large and for the borderline

value of the preliminary test size. This is the value of the preliminary test

size than seems optimum in some sense. Consider the following facts.

t. \ilhen 0r, = 1 the SPP is uniformly more powerful than the Npp of
size 0.05. It is also uniformly more powerful than the Npp of size c,,

which in this case is also the NPP of size ccr (since this is the value of

the nuisance parameter at which the size of the Spp occurs). See

Figure 2.14.

As 0r, departs from 1.0 the "size" of the SPP, so, drops below oc. At
values of 0r, close to 1.0 the SPP is uniformly more powerful than the

NPP of size 0.05 and the NPP of size cr.. The Spp is also more

powerful than the NPP of size c, except at small values of the main

parameter of interest. See Figure 2.15.

2.
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Figure 2.14 The Power Curve of a Borderline SPP in a Type A Random
Effects Model when the Nuisance Parameter 9zt= 1.

456

%,=do

q=2\=2n"=4

,Þ

.e
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Figure 2.15 The Power Curve of a Borderline SPP in a Type A Random
Effects Model when the Nuisance Parameter 1zt= I.4.

power

0.6
SPP

N c¿-

N_oe

N-0.0s

456

üp=dp

q=2q=2n"=4
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Figure 2.16 The Power Curve of a Borderline SPP in a Type A Random
Effects Model when the Nuisance Parameter 0x = 2.0.

SPP

No-
No^

N_c[.os

456
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Figure 2.L7 The Power Curve of a Borderline SPP in a Type A Random
Effects Model when the Nuisance Parameter 0zr = 5.

Nø-

SPP

N cr^

N_c[.os

456

Q,=dp

q=2q,=2n.=4
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J. As 0r, moves further away from 1.0 the SPP remains uniformly more

powerfrrl than both the NPP of size 0.05 and the NPP of size crr. As 0r,

moves further from 1.0 the value of the main parameter of interest at

which the SPP becomes more powerful than a NPP of size cx, also

departs further from 1.0. See Figure 2.16.

As the nuisance parameter becomes large the SPP remains uniformly

more powerful than the NPP of size Gr, which in turn remains

uniformly more powerful than a NPP of size 0.05. These procedures

converge to the NPP of size 0.05 as the nuisance parameter approaches

infinity. For these large values of the nuisance parameter the NPp of

size o," is the uniformly most powerful of all the considered

procedures. See Figure 2.17.

Figures 2.L8, 2.19, and 2.20 illustrate why Class A tests are not

recommended for the random model where the values of the E(auxiliary MS)

and E(classical denominator MS) are ordered as in the case of a randomized

complete block experiment.

1. At 0r, = 1 the SPP is the uniformly most powerful of any of the

considered procedures. Consider Figure 2.18.

2. As 0r, increases from I the relationship quickly changes. At small

values of 0r, the SPP remains more powerful than a Npp of size c,
over the range of the main parameter of interest. Here the SPP drops

below the power of the NPP of size 0.05 and the Npp of size o, for

4.
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Figure 2.18 The Power Curve of a Class A SPP in a Type A Random
Effects Model when the Nuisance Parameter 9zt = 1.
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Figure 2.19 The Power Curve ofa Class A SPP in a Type A Random
Effects Model when the Nuisance Parameter 0n = 2.5.
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Figure 2.20 The Power Curve of a Class A SPP in a Type A Random
Effects Model when the Nuisance Parameter 0r, ='7.
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small values of 0r, and becomes more powerful than these procedures

as 0r, increases in size. See Figure 2.19.

3. As 0r, increases in size the SPP quickly becomes less powerful than

the NPP of size 0.05, or the NPP of size cr* The SPP is uniformly less

powerfrrl than the NPP of size a* See Figure 2.20.

A Class B SPP behaves like a borderline SPP but the gains in power where

gains are achieved are smaller in size.

Having considered the preceding facts about the SPP as utilized with Class A,

Class B, and borderline values of the preliminary test size we can now

explain our use of the words "optimum in some sense" to describe the

borderline SPP. The borderline SPP ensures a gain in power over both the

NPP of size so, and the NPP of size 0.05. In addition it gives a gain in power

over a NPP of size c" for small values of the nuisance parameter. The same

may be said of Class B tests but the borderline SPP gives greater gains in

power where gains are achieved and since the disturbances in size are not

appreciably different there is no advantage to Class B tests. Class A tests

never perform in a manner superior to borderline tests and, as the nuisance

parameter increases in size, their performance is noticeably inferior. These

considerations are the basis for our description of the borderline SPP as

optimum.

That is, the borderline SPP is sometimes better than all of the considered

never pool procedures (this happens when 0r, is small), and is never the
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worst of the compared procedures; whereas, with the Class A SPP, when the

nuisance parameter gets large the SPP is the least powerful of all.
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CHAPTER 3

THE SMOOTH POOLING PROCEDURE

In Chapter 3 we illustrate the behaviour of our proposed smooth pooling

procedure (SMTH) as used with a random effects model where the ordering

of the expected mean squares is as in the case of the randomized complete

block design.

3.1 THESMOOTHPOOLINGPROCEDURE

WTITI A TYPE A RANDOM EFFECTS MODEL

In section 3.1 we will compare the results of the smooth pooling procedure

(SMTH) with the results of a borderline sometimes pool procedure (SPP) and

with the results of the never pool procedure (NPP). As can be seen from

Figure 3.1 the SMTH (of nominal size 0.05) rejection region contains the

rejection region of the borderline SPP (of nominal size 0.05), which in tum

contains the rejection region of the NPP (of size 0.05). To reiterate a point

made in Chapter 2, there are problems in comparing procedures when the

results of some procedures depend on the value of a nuisance parameter

while the results of some other procedures do not. In our case the results of

the SMTH and SPP depend on the value of the nuisance parameter, 0r,, while

the results of the NPP do not. We will make our comparison on the

following basis. For fixed degrees of freedom we will determine the size
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Figure 3.1 Rejection Regions of the NPP of size 0.05, and an
SPP, and SMTII both of nominal size 0.05.

Fr F(ø;n,,no+n")(n"+noFo)/(no+n") = F,

F(0.05;n'ne)

SMTHRR

0 F(øo;no,n")=2.051 4

no=2, ¡¡r=), n"=4, Op = ctp=0.24380, d=0.05

The NPP rejection region of size 0.05 is the region above the horizontal line at

F(0.05;nPne).

The SPP rejection region of nominal size 0.05 is the region above the ho¡izontal

line at F(0.05;n,,n") and to the right of the vertical line at F(cr,o;no,n") plus the

region above the diagonal line {=F(s'¡,,n0+n")(n"+no\)/(no+n") and to the left of
the vertical line at F(c[,p;nb,ne). These are the portions due to not pooling and

pooling respectively.

The SMTH rejection region of nominal size 0.05 is the rejection region of the SPP

plus the region below the boundary of úe SPP and above the curved line labelled

SMTI{ RR. We note that the horizontal line F(0.05;n,,n") is an asymptote of the

curve SMTFI RR.

Fb

1)

2)

J)
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of the smooth pooling procedure. We will adjust our SPP to have the same

size, cr, as this smooth procedure and compare the power functions of these

two procedures over a range of parameter values. We will also include in

our comparison a NPP adjusted to the same size c,r. Figure 3.2 shows the

rejection regions of the various procedures where the SPP and NPP have

been adjusted to have the same size as the SMTTI.

Figures 3.3 - 3.7 illustrate the behaviour of these procedures as the nuisance

parameter takes on a range of values. We make the following observations

based on these figures.

At values of 0r, close to I the SMTH and the SPP are about equal in

power when the main parameter (0rr) is small in value. As the main

parameter becomes large the SPP is slightly more powerful than the

SMTH. Both the SMTH and the SPP are always more powerful rhan

the NPP of size c". See Figure 3.3.

As 0r, departs from I for all but small values of the main parameter

the SMTH is the most powerful, followed by the SPP, which is in tum

more powerful than the NPP of size a". When the main parameter is

small the NPP of size c, is slightly more powerful than the other

procedures. See Figure 3.4.

As 0r, becomes larger the value of the main parameter at which the

SMTH and the SPP become more powerful than the NPP of size a,
also becomes larger. See Figures 3.4 and 3.5.

1)

2)

J)
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Figure 3.2 Rejection Regions of the SMTH of size o6 (nominal size 0.05),
and an SPP, and NPP both adjusted to have size cr.

F(0.05;n,,n")

F(oo;no,n")= 1 .904

no=2, nr=2, n"=4, Go = ap=0.26245, o=0.068957

The NPP rejection region of size Ot, is the region above the horizontal line
labelled 1.

The SPP rejection region of size û" is the region above the solid curve formed by

the diagonal a¡d horizontal line sections and labelled 3.

The SMTH rejection region of size oT (nominal size 0.05) is the region above the

curved line labelled 2. The horizontal line at F(0.05;n,,n") is an asymptote of this

curve.

r)

2)

3)
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Figure 3.3

power

Power Comparisons of the Smooth, Sometimes, and Never
Pool Procedures of size ot¡, used with a Type A Random
Effects Model when the Nuisance Parameter 02, = 1.
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Figure 3.4

power

Power Comparisons of the Smooth, Sometimes, and Never
Pool Procedures of size oÇ, used with a Type A Random
Effects Model when the Nuisance Parameter 9zt= 7.3.
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Figure 3.5

power

Power Comparisons of the Smooth, Sometimes, and Never
Pool Procedures of size oq, used with a Type A Random
Effects Model when the Nuisance Parameter 0n = 1,7 ,

q=2 q=2n.=4
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Figure 3.6

power

Power Comparisons of the Smooth, Sometimes, and Never
Pool Procedures of size oq, used with a Type A Random
Effects Model when the Nuisance Parameter Ûzt= 2.5.
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Figure 3,7 Power Comparisons of the Smooth, Sometimes, and Never
Pool Procedures of size 4", used with a Type A Random
Effects Model when the Nuisance Parameter 0zr = 10.
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4) 'When 0r, gets big enough no matter how big the main parameter gets

then the NPP of size u, is always the most powerful. Also at some

intermediate value of 0r, the SPP overtakes the SMTH, but note that by

the time this occurs the NPP of size o, is already the most powerful.

See Figures 3.6 and3.7.

Figures 3.8 - 3.10 illustrate the results of the unadjusted procedures.

Consideration of these figures shows that, while the smooth pooling

procedure always has the highest probability of rejecting the hypothesis of
interest in the region where the main hypothesis is false ( a desirable feature),

the same may be said when the main hypothesis is true (an undesirable

feature).
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Figure 3.8 Power Comparisons of the Smooth, Sometimes, and Never
Pool Procedures of nominal size 0.05, used with a Type A
Random Effects Model when the
Nuisance Parameter 0zr = 1.
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Figure 3.9 Power Comparisons of the Smooth, Sometimes, and Never
Pool Procedures of nominal size 0.05, used with a Type A
Random Effects Model when the
Nuisance Parameter 0zr = 5.
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Figure 3.10 Power Comparisons of the Smooth, Sometimes, and Never
Pool Procedures of nominal size 0.05, used with a Type A
Random Effects Model when the
Nuisance Parameter 0zr = 10.
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CHAPTER4

CONCLUSION

In Chapter 4 we conclude the thesis. Section 4.1 makes a recommendation as

to which of the procedures should be used in practice. In Section 4.2 we

discuss the potential for further research.

4.1 WHICH PROCEDURE SHOULD BE USED?

Intuitively it seems that all information arising from an experiment should be

utilized. Classical never pool procedures that are used in the analysis of

variance methodology ignore potential information, and historically,

sometimes pooling procedures have been used in an attempt to incorporate

more fully the information provided by experimental results. The smooth

pooling procedure proposed in this thesis seems to be an improvement over

the sometimes pool procedure and therefore a procedure that should be

considered. The reasoning behind this statement is as follows. The results

that are produced by the proposed procedure pass smoothly from those ofthe

never pool procedure to those of the always pool procedure (as the block p-

value passes from 0 to 1) whereas the sometimes pool procedure produces

either the result of the never pool procedure or the result of the always pool

procedure. Secondly, the SPP is arbitrary, due to the choice of the

preliminary test size, while the smooth procedure is not. Finally it appears

from our limited examination of these procedures that the range of nuisance

parameter values where the proposed procedure is more powerful than the

sometimes pool procedure is more extensive than the range of values where
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the sometimes pool procedure is more powerful. The proposed smooth

pooling procedure is also more powerful than the classical never pool

procedure for a substantial range of nuisance parameter values.

On the one hand, the proposed procedure is attractive because:

1) it is smooth;

2) it is not arbitrary;

3) it has good power properties over a wide range of parameter values.

On the other hand, the interpretation of the adjusted p-value of the smooth

procedure is not straightforward.

4,2 DIRECTIONS FORFUTURERESEARCH

The question of "Why this procedure?" is a question of primary importance

that needs to be addressed. Is it possible, for example, that this proposed

smooth pooling procedure is a Bayes procedure? That is, is there a Bayesian

interpretation or view of the problem which would yield the smooth pooling

procedure p-value as the posterior probability that the null hypothesis

I{:ol=0 is true?

Once the philosophical questions have been resolved there are a number of
issues of a technical nature which need to be addressed.

There is the question of how the proposed smooth pooling procedure would

work in the case where the expected mean squares are ordered as in the case

of the nested model (i.e. E(classical denominaror MS) 2 E(auxiliary MS)),
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The results for the fixed models need to be developed and the results for all

models (fixed, random, with both orderings of expected mean squares)

should be investigated for a range of parameter values.

Finally we should consider how this type of procedure would be conducted in

other situations. In a two factor experiment with interaction, for example,

how would the smooth pooling procedure work if our interest was in factor

A and we decided that we would smoothly incorporate both the interaction

and treatment B information? Should we use the distribution of the F statistic

for A, conditional on the F statistic for B and the F statistic for AB being less

than or equal their observed values (and under the assumption of no B or AB

variability)? Or should the conditioning be done in some ordered fashion?

These are only examples of the problems that need to be addressed before the

smooth pooling procedure can be adopted.
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APPENDIX

The following WATFIV program n¡ns on the University of Manitoba

mainframe. For user supplied degrees of freedom for treatments, blocks,

and error and observed F statistics for treatments and blocks the p-value of
the smooth procedure is calculated. In addition an estimate of the amount this

estimate of the p-value deviates from the true unknown p-value is given. The

last two lines of the appendix give the results calculated by the program for

the example used in section I .1.

CONDF IS A REAL VALL]ED FLINCTION OF THE VARIABLE FT
THAT CALCULATES THE CONDITIONAL F DENSITY FUNCTION

VARIABLE DICTIONARY FOR FUNCTION CONDF

- VARIABLE SUPPLIED BY MAIN PROGRAM.
- OBSERVED F STATTSTC FOR BLOCKS(SUPPLIED By USER)
- DEGREES OF FREEDOM FOR TREATMENTS(SUPPLIED BY
usER).

- DEGREES OF FREEDOM FOR BLOCKS(SUPPLIED By USER).
- DEGREES OF FREEDOM FOR ERROR(SUPPLIED BY USER).

A,B,C,B 1,C1,K,K 1,T1,T2,T3,T4,X2,X3,LF,R 1,IER2 ARE
INTERMEDIATE VALUES CALCULATED IN THE PROGRAM.

REAL FUNCTION CONDFFT)
REAL F'T,FB,NE,NB,NT,A,B,C,B 1,C1,K,K1,T1
INTEGER IER1,IER2
REAL T2,T3,^T4,X2,X3
NE=9.0
NB=3.0
NT=3.0
A=NE2
B=NB/2
C=NT/2
B1=A+C

Ft
FB
NT

NB
NE

c
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C

C
C
C
C
C
c
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C1=C-1
FB=0.5
T4=NB*FB/lrIE
XZ=T4/(I+T4)
X3:l 4 I (L +T 4+NT *FIn{E)
CALL MDBETA(X2,B,A,T2,IER 1 )
CALL MDBETA(X3,B,B 1,T3,IER2)
K 1 =GAMMA(B 1 )/GAMMA(AyGAMMA(C)
K1=K1*(NTÆ{E)**C
T1 -K1 *FT**C1l(1+NT*FTAIE)**B I *T3Æ2
CONDF=T1
RETTJRN
END

C
C MAIN PROGRAM CALCULATES THE P-VALUE
C OFTHE SMOOTHPROCEDURE
C
C VARIABLE DICTIONARY FOR THE MAIN PROGRAM
C
C DCADRE IS AN IMSL NUMERICAL INTEGRATION PACKAGE.
C AJ,BJ ARE THE LOWER AND I.JPPER LIMITS OF INTEGRATION
C OVER WHICH THE CONDITIONAL F DISTRIBUTION IS
C INTEGRATED. AJ IS SET CLOSE TO O, }VHILE BJ IS SET TO
C THE OBSERVED FFOR TREATMENTS. AERR, RERR ARE
C CONTROLS ON THE MAGNTruDE OF THE ABSOLUTE AND
C RELATIVE ERRORS ALLOWED INTHENUMERICAL
C INTEGRATION(SET BY USER). ERROR IS AN ESTIMATE OF TT{E
C ACTUAL ERROR IN THE NUMERICAL INTEGRATION
C (CALCI.JLATED BY PROGRAM). IER IS A CODE CALCULATED
C BYTFIEPROGRAMTFIAT INDICATES POSSIBLEPROBLEMS IN
C THE NUMERICAL INTEGRATON. FB IS TI{E OBSERVED F FOR
C BLOCKS(SUPPLIEDBYUSER). PVALIS THE CALCULATED
C P-VALUE FORTHE SMOOTH PROCEDURE.
C

INTEGERIER
REAL DCADRE,AJ,BJ,AERR,RERR,ERROR,FB,PVAL
EXTERNALCONDF
FB=O.5
AJ=0.0000001
BJ=3.80
AERR=0.000001
RERR=0.000001
PVAL= 1 -DCADRE(CONDF,AJ,BJ,AERR,RERR,ERROR,IER)
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PRINT,"
PRINT,'THE P-VALUE IS"PVAL,' .'
PRINT,''
PRINT,'AN ESTIMATE OFTHE ERROR IN THE P-VALUE

IS"ERROR,"'
STOP
END

TTIE P-VALUE IS 0,0223179 .

AN ESTIMATE OF TT{E ERROR IN TFM P-VALUE IS O.OOOOOO9 .
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